Kau man's NK-model for genetic evolution and adaption is analysed for K = N ?1. In this case it describes adaptive walks on random tness landscapes, and its dynamics is equivalent to the Metropolis algorithm for Derrida's Random Energy Model at zero-temperature. We derive analytical expressions for the average length and duration of adaptive walks, and for the variance about these averages. The results are exact to leading order in N, the number of genes. We also nd that the lengths of walks are Poisson-distributed to leading order in 1= log N, and that the duration of walks essentially is exponentially distributed to leading order in 1=N.
Introduction
Energy landscapes with many local minima are by now a well-studied subject in the statistical mechanics of spin glasses, and are currently studied in the statistical mechanics of protein folding. Similar landscapes of tness with many local maxima instead of minima have also attracted attention in evolutionary biology and in computer science. Theoretical biologists use them in models of evolution. Computer scientists have to live with them, as they crop up in combinatorial optimization problems, and in the training of neural networks | and use algorithms mimicking evolution to attack these hard optimization problems 1]. In the present paper we consider a proto-typical model suggested by S. Kau man 2, 3] : the evolution of a general haploid organism with a single copy of chromosomes. Evolution is driven by random mutations of individual genes and takes place in a random tness landscape. We choose to study this particular system, because we believe it is not so particular, after all: we expect it appears as the universal result of a coarse-grained description of a wide class of systems (section 2). Averaging over landscapes and evolutionary histories, we nd probability distributions for the length (sections 3{5) and duration (sections 6 and 7) of evolutions to local tness maxima. Some of the analytical results presented below have been seen in numerical studies 4, 5] , and derived in 6]. We have included them to make the presentation self-contained. Di erent but related results have been obtained for the NK-model with general K 1 in 7] . We developed our analytical understanding of the evolution of isolated species of the kind described below, in order to obtain an analytical understanding of their co-evolution in an \ecosystem" of interacting species, like the ecosystem described in 8]. Such an analytical understanding is much desirable, both by itself and as a guide for computer simulations, because simulations of an entire ecosystem are very demanding, and di cult to do with precision. An analytical understanding of one model can be used to understand what to expect, and where to look for it, in simulations of related models that cannot be solved analytically.
Using our analytical understanding of the evolution of species in isolation, we have been able to obtain several analytical results for co-evolving species, as they are modelled with Kau man's NKC-model. Our results include the existence and location of a phase transition between chaotic and frozen dynamics, a natural order parameter for this transition, and the relaxation time of the system anywhere in the two phases. We have collected all necessary results on evolution in isolation in the present paper, and collected our results on co-evolution in the accompanying paper 9]. The reader looking for results on the NKC-model should be able to start with the second paper, and return to the present paper on the NK-model only when referred to it for an explanation.
The system
We consider a very simple organism, whose properties are entirely given by N distinct genes. We do not distinguish between genotype and phenotype, and ignore genetic diversity within a population. So an entire species of this simple organism is represented by the N genes. Truly, diversity, maintained by mutation and trimmed by selection, provides the mechanism of evolution. But if selection proceeds much faster than mutations occur, then we may represent a population by a dominant type, as suggested by Gillespie 10] , and ignore diversity, except as a reason to choose the particular dynamics we choose. We do not describe extinction of species, nor their proliferation through branching, with this simple model, though we could do so.
We consider an evolution driven by mutations of individual, randomly chosen genes. One mutation occurs per unit of time. If it leads to higher tness, it is accepted, and the population changes accordingly, and is said to have evolved one step. If a mutation leads to lower tness, it is rejected, and the population remains unchanged during that time-step. Tie situations, with two genetic con gurations having the same tness, do not occur (have measure zero), due to the way we assign tness to genetic con gurations:
Each gene can occur in A di erent versions, or alleles. So the set of genes representing a species can occur in A N di erent con gurations. We call the set of these con gurations con guration space. In the case of A = 2, the two possible alleles of each gene may be labelled 0 and 1, and con guration space may be visualized as the corners of the unit cube in N dimensions, each corner corresponding to a di erent possible organism, and corners separated by one edge being one-mutant neighbors. We shall assume A = 2 for the remainder of this paper with no essential loss of generality. We expect very similar results for any other value of A, as long as A N. We shall often assume N is a large number, and expand in 1=N or take the limit N ! 1 in order to simplify calculations and resulting expressions.
We assign a xed tness to each point in con guration space. This assignment de nes a tness landscape. We assume that this tness landscape is maximally rugged: the tness f of any point in con guration space is random, drawn from a continuous distribution p(f), the same distribution p being used at all points.
The particular distribution used does not matter; we shall not even bother to introduce it in our considerations below, because it turns out that it disappears again by a transformation of variables to F = R f ?1 df 0 p(f 0 ). In the case where p is uniform on the interval 0 f 1, we have f = F. So for convenience we shall refer to F as the tness, although F in the general case really denotes the probability for tness less than f. The elimination of p(f) in equations expresses that the value f of the tness is irrelevant; only the probability F of being less t matters.
We have two reasons to consider random tness landscapes; the rst reason is a conjecture, the second is proven correct in this and the accompanying paper:
1. Evolution in any tness landscape having an e ectively nite correlation length, will, when viewed at su ciently coarse-grained scales of time and space (con guration space, i.e.) look like evolution in a random tness landscape. So evolution in a random tness landscape describes the largescale behaviour of evolution in a large class of landscapes. Consequently, with this choice of landscape we are avoiding the particular, while treating a quite general case. 2. It is technically convenient: the absence of correlations allows us to derive a number of analytical results.
Notice that from a mathematical point of view, N might as well be the number of positions in the primary sequence of a protein, with A = 20 denoting the 20 amino acids that potentially could occur at each position. Or A = 4 could denote the 4 nucleotides possible at each site in a DNA sequence of length N.
Alternatively 11, 12] . In this language, the dynamics of mutations described above is the random-site Metropolis algorithm at zero temperature. Viewed as a model for evolution by mutation and selection in a tness landscape, the system just described is a special case of Kau man's NK-model, the case of K = N ? 1 2, 3] .
3 Estimating the length of walks Evolution traces out a path in con guration space. At each time step, the path is either extended one step from its current end point to a nearest neighbor | when a mutation leading to higher tness is o ered to and accepted by evolution | or the path is not extended | because a mutation leading to lower tness is o ered and rejected. This path is often referred to as an adaptive walk. In this and the next two sections, we are not concerned with the temporal aspects of evolution, but only with the length`of adaptive walks. This limitation simpli es the description a good deal. In subsequent sections temporal aspects are treated.
Before we get involved with mathematics, let us estimate the average length of adaptive walks, and the average tness they lead to. The qualitative picture thus obtained is con rmed by rigorous calculations in the next section.
We assume N is large. The dimension of con guration space is N. We assume the length of adaptive walks is much smaller than p N, and nd this assumption consistent with the results it leads to. Since the walk proceeds by random mutations, it proceeds in random directions in con guration space. There are many more directions than there are steps in the walk, by assumption. So each step in the walk has a di erent direction. In each step of the adaptive walk, the tness F is increased. The value it increases to, is uncorrelated 1 with its previous value, except it is larger, of course. Consequently, in each step 1 ? F is halved, on the average. Thus, starting the walk with F = 0, after`steps the average tness is 1 ? 2 ?`. An adaptive walk stops when all neighbor positions have lower tness than the current position. Since tnesses are random and uncorrelated, this happens when N independent random numbers happen to be smaller than F. On the average, this occurs when 1 ? F 1=N. This is our estimate for the average nal tness, and, setting 1?F 2 ?`, we have an estimate for the average length `' log N= log 2
(1) In the derivation of this result, we neglected correlations between uctuations around the averages that we worked with. They do not change the logarithmic dependence on N in Eq. (1), but do change the coe cient of log N.
In addition to a more precise result for the average length of adaptive walks, we want to know the probability distribution Q`for`. In 5] , \long upper tails containing little probability" were seen in numerical results for Q`. So one may wonder whether Q`decreases as a power of`at large`, or faster. The next sections lls in these gaps in our picture of adaptive walks. 4 The length of walks When duration is not of interest, but length is, the simplest quantity to work with is the probability density p`(F) that an adaptive walk contains (at least) steps, and has tness F after these`steps. Evolution by random mutations through tter one-mutant neighbors can be described approximately by a recursion relation:
This recursion relation expresses that tness F is acquired in`+ 1 evolutionary steps by acquiring any lower tness F 0 in`steps, and taking one more step to tness F. Taking the last step requires that not all N one-mutant neighbors in con guration space are less t. One is | the one that was reached after`?1 steps.
The remaining N ? 1 neighbors have tness less than F 0 , each with probability F 0 , since their tness is random. Here we assume that they were not probed previously by the path of evolution. This assumption is only approximately true, so Eq. (2) is an approximation. Within this approximation, the probability that not all neighbors are less t is 1 ? F 0N?1 . When this is the case, the (`+ 1)th evolutionary step will be taken, and leads to any tness above F 0 with equal probability; hence to tness F in the interval dF 0 with probability dF 0 =(1 ? F 0 ).
The approximation we have made with Eq. (2) relies on N being large. While the power N ? 1 on F 0 excludes evolutionary back-tracking, Eq. (2) does not exclude that the path of evolution intersects itself or visits other points in con guration space that it probed and rejected at an earlier time. Such intersections are forbidden by the dynamics, which forces the path to always higher degrees of tness in a xed landscape, or to stop at a local maximum. But in Eq. (2), the N ?1 one-mutant neighbors which are not a state's immediate predecessor in evolution, are all treated as if they were never probed before by the evolutionary process. Which some of them may have been, in which case we know that their tness is lower than the current one. So Eq. (2) 
As stated above, Eq. (2) is the simplest relation we can write down for a probability describing the length of the adaptive walks considered here, in the approximation speci ed. The probability that a walk contains (at least)`steps is obtained from p`(F) by integration over F:
for`= 0; 1; 2; : : : (13) Integration over F on both sides in Eq. (2) gives
which obviously cannot be made into a closed equation for P`. The remaining integral in Eq. (14) is the probability that an adaptive walk contains exactlys teps. This is a quantity of interest. We introduce the notation Q`for it, and q`(F) for the corresponding probability density that a walk stops with tness F after exactly`steps:
! H N ?1 (F)`for`= 0; 1; 2; : : :
normalization of q`(F) and Q`follows trivially from Eq. (17):
Here we have used lim`! 1 P`= 0, and we have set the upper limit on the sum over`to in nity for convenience. Strictly speaking, this upper limit is A N , the number of points in con guration space. We shall see below that typical values for`are of order log N, and much larger values of`occur with probabilities that are more than exponentially suppressed. So the e ect of this change in upper limit is truly negligible.
Inserting Eq. (15) 
Q ( 
As expected from Eq. (29), we see that when we neglect cumulants beyond the rst, the n'th moment, n , depends on the rst moment, 1 , as the n'th moment of a Poisson distribution does. We also see that this neglect introduces an error of just a few percent in the moments shown for N 100. We expect this error to increase with the order n of the moment n , and know that it decreases as 1= log N.
Estimating the duration of walks
Since we let the adaptive walk start out with tness F = 0, the probability Q 0 that it is at a local tness maximum at time t = 0 after the rst (uncounted) step is Q 0 = 1=N (39) This is a rigorous result.
On the average and to leading order in 1=N, each step taken, including the rst, reduces 1 ? F by a factor 2. Each step thereby doubles the probability that the ensuing step will be the last, while it halves the probability per unit of time that the next step is taken. Consequently, the probability per unit of time for the walk to terminate is constant during the walk. This means scales like the average t. This is in contrast to the scaling laws found for the average length of walks and its standard deviation.
In the next section we show how this section's estimates are modi ed when we account properly for uctuations and their correlations. 7 The duration of walks Let p`; M ;t (f) denote the probability that an adaptive walk at time t has proceeded steps, thereby reaching a point in con guration space having tness F and M less t neighbors. The time-evolution of p`; M ;t (f) is found as follows. As above, we neglect the fact that an adaptive walk cannot intersect itself or any site that was previously probed by its evolution and discarded for being less t. As explained in the appendix, this is a leading order approximation in an expansion in 1=N. Eq. (44) expresses that an adaptive walk has length`, tness F, and number of less t neighbors M at time t+1 for one of two mutually exclusive reasons: it was either characterized by these values at time t, and took no step between time t and time t + 1 | this happens with the probability given as the rst term on the right-hand-side in Eq. (44) | or a step was taken between time t and time t+1, and the adaptive walk arrived at values (`; F; M) with that step | this happens with the probability given as the second term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (44).
`?1;t (F) is the transition probability density at time t to tness F from less t one-mutant neighbor con gurations arrived at in`?1 steps. It is an integral over F 0 < F of `?1;t (F 0 ), the transition probability density at time t from tness F 0 arrived at in`? 1 steps to any more t one-mutant neighbor con guration.
A con guration with tness F, arrived at from a less t con guration, will have a total of M less t neighbor con gurations, when M ? 1 (47) when we treat the landscape's quenched randomness as if the one-mutant neighborhood of any con guration arrived at is \annealed", thereby allowing the adaptive walk to self-intersect, with the exception that back-tracking remains forbidden.
As initial condition for Eq. (44) we choose as before, with no essential loss of generality, to let the adaptive walk start out in the least t con guration, at a time that is chosen to be ?1 for notational convenience. We let`denote the number of steps taken in excess to the rst step, which is always taken. Then the initial condition reads (2) is contained in Eq. (44): the probability that an adaptive walk reaches length`and tness F at time t is `?1;t?1 (F). Consequently, the probability that it reaches length`and tness F at all, denoted p`(F) in section 
The generating function at time t 0, 
where the closed path of integration in the complex -plane encircles = 0 once in the positive direction. Using Cauchy's theorem, the last identity was established by moving the path to lie along the integrand's branch cut on the real axis, 1. Thus we see our estimate con rmed: the average length of an adaptive walk grows logarithmically with time. Furthermore, we see that the variance of the length grows like the average length, like for a biased random walk. This similarity is no coincidence, since the adaptive walk in many respects resembles a simple, biased random walk.
In the last identity in Eq. (67) it was tacitly assumed that N itself was the only quantity of order N. Consequently, the time-dependence found from this identity is reliable only when t is far from being of order N. This restriction needs not prevent t from being large and the asymptotic forms in Eq. (71) (81) where is Riemann's zeta-function. We have not been able to relate the derivatives of F in these equations to known mathematical constants.
Comparing this section's results with those of section 4, we notice a big di erence between the length and the duration of adaptive walks in a random tness landscape: while typical lengths are relatively closer to the average length, the larger the system size N is, typical durations can di er from the average by an amount the size of this average. This picture is con rmed by the following expression for Q t , the probability that a walk has duration t: 
Here the closed path of integration in the complex -plane encircles = 0 once in the positive direction, while a similar path of integration in the complex z- 
Conclusions
We have obtained rigorous results to leading order in 1=N for the length and duration of adaptive walks in an N-dimensional binary genome space equipped with a random tness landscape, a special case of Kau man's NK-model. We found the average length scales as log N and so does the variance of the distribution of lengths. We have also obtained analytical expressions for the prefactors in these scaling laws, and found that to leading order in 1= logN, lengths are Poisson distributed. For the duration of adaptive walk, we found qualitatively di erent results.
While the average duration is proportional to N with a constant of proportionality we have found analytically, the variance of the duration is proportional to N 2 , again with analytically known coe cient. So while typical lengths of adaptive walks are relatively close to their average, typical durations vary over a range with magnitude equal to their average. We extended this result by showing analytically that in the limit N ! 1, t=N has a nite distribution. Numerically, we found this distribution falls o exponentially for t=N 1. This quantitative, analytical understanding of the stochastic, adaptive dynamics of isolated species in a random tness landscape permit us to nd the dynamical phase structure of co-evolving species of the same kind. This is the subject of the accompanying article.
space.
In summary, to leading order in 1=N we may add a step to the adaptive walk by treating the one-mutant neighbors to the current con gurations as if they had never been visited or probed before. Consequently, the probability that M of these N neighbors are less t than the current con guration, is binomial, B M;N (F), where F is the tness of the current con guration. If we take into account that the previous con guration is known to be less t, the probability is B M ?1;N?1 (F), as given in Eq. (47).
When we forbid back-tracking, our treatment is exact for a con guration space which is a Cayley tree with coordination number N. It should not be confused with an`annealed' tness landscape, as an approximation to the`quenched' landscape we start out with. Not if`annealed' means re-choosing the tness of a con guration every time it is probed by the adaptive walk. If we did that, we would have no maxima, since a higher tness could always be attained by suciently many trials. The picture of an`annealed' tness landscape applies only in the sense that the tnesses of all N (or N ? 1) neighbors to a con guration are re-chosen every time that con guration is visited, and kept xed during the visit, thereby possibly making the visit permanent. 
